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The PERFECT solution for nationwide
shipping, without contact!
Today's contingency is transforming the world and the habits of
Consumers. They are increasingly looking for alternatives that allow
them not to have contact with outsiders and to take care of their
health at the same time.
This is the perfect opportunity for you to provide your clients with
a comprehensive solutions that is
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A safe and differentiating experience for the user!

It is a NEW device that provides facilities for sending packages, reduces contact
with people, and aims to completely change the dynamics of the logistics
sector and the experience of the end user.
It is small, easy to use and has our dimensioning system, capable of measuring
objects up to 59in, based on artificial intelligence and vision, which will make the
exact charge for the transaction of the goods according to its size and weight.

Benefits:

Promote self-management in your customers and employees,
eliminating contact.
Speeds up queues at shipping points and the entry of goods.
It allows to do the measurement and weighing process of the
merchandise, data inscription, payment and label printing
instantly.
It makes the operation efficient and increases your profits.
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¡Biosafety!

An agile and safe process designed for the user
Functions
It measures
Weighs
Takes pictures
Charges payment

Technical specifications
Screen
24" touch screen with
installation base.

CubiQ (Camera)
1 Perfectly Calibrated
3D Camera

Processing
2 processing units.

Complete device
it contains:
1 thermal printer + CubiQ
High performance computer
and scale drawer.

Print the label

Hardware and Peripherals
Accuracy
99% accuracy in
all the measurements,
certified by NTEP.

Speed
Measures and captures
data in 1 second.

Requirements
Installation
5-feet spacing
with internet

Medidas máximas
40 in x 40 in x 31 in
(Can be adjusted to the
needs of the client).
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Collected information
Measurements of each edge (height,
width and length)
image and weight of the object.
invoice and guide with user information.
Power
110 VAC.
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